Extending SAP with OutSystems
Unlock the value of your SAP applications without disruption
Quickly build web and mobile front ends that provide
new, intuitive user experiences for employees, customers
or partners. Build the new capabilities you need to stay
competitive and optimize your end to end business
processes, leveraging your existing development team
& skills and without creating technical debt.
By using the power of AI, visual development, and
out-of-the-box integrations, OutSystems allows you to
build modern applications on top of SAP and integrate
with other systems of record at speed.

Now we have a layer on top of SAP that
lets us create client-specific processes and
workflows with triggers that update SAP.
Marco Valkenburg IT Manager, Van Ameyde

SAP Applications Built by Our Customers
Sales and Marketing

ERP and Finance

Supply Chain Management

• Personalized Mobile CRM
• Customer and Partner Portals
• Quote to Proposal
• Customer 360
• Field Services Mobile App

• Rebate Management
• Claims Workflow and Management
• Contract Management

• Order Tracking Portal
• PLM Web Portal
• Inventory Management Mobile App
• Retail Stock Inquiry

Extend and Simplify Access to SAP with Modern Experiences

Create personalized experiences for
every role on any device
Put an end to employee frustration with
SAP LoB apps by creating personalized
experiences that optimize business
processes and make work easier and faster.
Quickly build intuitive apps on top of your SAP
LoB applications, and make them available
where employees need them most; online or
offline with a browser, tablet, smartphone or
Progressive Web Application (PWA).

Deliver omnichannel experiences
for customers and partners by
bringing SAP together with other
systems of record
Reduce the cost and the complexity of
integrating your SAP LoB apps with other
systems like Salesforce or Dynamics 365.
Using pre-built connectors and templates,
create omnichannel experiences like
customer and partner portals and field
sales mobile apps.

Build your applications right
with integrated app monitoring,
enterprise-grade security and scaling
Monitor, visualize and optimize your SAP LoB
applications with OutSystems performance
monitoring dashboard.
Take advantage of 200+ automated security
checks through deployment and runtime
and keep your apps automatically updated
with continuous protection from industry
identified code vulnerabilities.

See SAP Extend in Action - Customer Success Stories

Field Services Mobile App
In just two months with OutSystems,
ISB Global delivered remote and field
employees the ability to record and
monitor customer service requests via
mobile and web devices

Read the ISB Global story

Customer Order Tracking Portal

Rebate Management Dashboard

In just 11 weeks, Estafeta, one of the
largest logistics companies in Mexico,
delivered MiEstafeta™, a web and
mobile-friendly application that allows
customers and employees to schedule
pickups, track shipments, and access
other information.

Redington Gulf, an IT distributor with a
multi-billion-dollar turnover, wanted to
keep SAP as vanilla as possible. But they
needed a highly customized rebate
management solution. By integrating
OutSystems with SAP, they achieved the
best of both worlds with just three weeks
of development.

Read the Estafeta story

Read the Redington Gulf story

OutSystems Capabilities Our Customers Love
• Use Integration Builder’s wizard-style approach to quickly
connect your apps to SAP and other data sources with the
security and scalability your organization demands.

• Build high-quality UX/UI with 100+ responsive,
pre-built components.

• Easily connect to third-party services with 400+ pre-built
connectors for systems like Twilio, or Paypal.

• Expose or consume any SOAP, REST or OData service or API
(BAPI) using visual development.

• Meet scalability and security requirements by using a platform

built to create mission-critical and enterprise-grade applications
by design.

• Proactively manage application performance issues with
integrated monitoring and dashboards.

•

Monitor technical debt across your app portfolios and visualize
complex cross-portfolio architectures to help developers follow
best practices and avoid common pitfalls.

Start unlocking the value from your SAP applications today!
Learn More

